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Moduli of Stable Sheaves - Generalities and the Curves 
of Jumping Lines of Vector Bundles on p2 

Masaki Maruyama 

Introduction 

For the last two decades great progress has been made in the problem 
of moduli of algebraic vector bundles, especially in the framework of the 
geometric invariant theory by D. Mumford. After fruitful works on 
curves by D. Mumford, M. S. Narasimhan, P. E. Newstead, S. Ramanan 
and C. S. Seshadri, etc., F. Takemoto started his attempt to generalize the 
results to higher dimensional cases. And then we succeeded in con
structing moduli spaces of algebraic vector bundles. We know, however, 
only a few on the structure: of each moduli space. The author hopes that 
it is useful at this moment to publish an expository account on the field. 

This note consists of two parts. Part I will treat generalities of the 
moduli spaces of algebraic vector bundles. Except for a few, almost all 
are well-known to the experts of this field. In § 1 the meaning of the 
moduli spaces is explained and we shall show that we can not construct 
the moduli spaces without restricting ourselves to a suitable subfamily of 
algebraic vector bundles. § 2 is devoted to showing the results on curves 
as a good prototype. It should be pointed out that in this case there are 
a lot of beautiful works other than those which are mentioned in this 
article. The aim of § 3 is to show the present stage of the problem of 
moduli of algebraic vector bundles. Unfortunately, for lack of his ability 
and space, the author could not cover all the results. Especially he ex
cluded those on vector bundles on p3 by R. Hartshorne, W. Barth, G. 
Ellingsrud and S. A. Strpmme, etc. 

Part II deals, contrary to the general viewpoint of Part I, with the 
curve of jumping lines of a stable vector bundle of rank 2 on p2 with the 
first Chern class 0, in connection with the moduli spaces of such vector 
bundles. The curve of jumping lines is defined in § 1. The complete 
proof of the assertions in this section will be given in [20]. The purpose 
of § 2 and § 3 is to generalize Barth's work on the O-characteristic as
sociated with a vector bundle of rank 2 on p2 to relative cases. We can 
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-carry this out by following, with slight modifications, the work of Barth. 
An application of the generalization to the moduli problem will be de
scribed in § 4. 

Part I. Moduli of Stable Sheaves-Generalities 

§ 1. What is the moduli? 

Let X be a non-singular projective variety over an algebraically 
dosed field k and "Y 8I(X) be the set of the isomorphism classes of alge
braic vector bundles on X. The problem of moduli of algebraic vector 
bundles is intuitively to endow "Y 8I(X) with a natural structure of scheme 
VBx • What is natural then? We require at least the following properties 
()f VBx: 

(1.1) Let S be an algebraic k-scheme and E a vector bundle on X 
X~S. Then the map S(k) 3 s---+[E.] = [E®6Sk(S)] E "Y8I(X) is induced by 

:a morphism of S to VBx , where [ ] denotes the isomorphism class. 

Fix an ample line bundle ePx(l) on X (As for the language in this 
section, we shall follow that of [15] and [22]). By the invariance of the 
Hilbert polynomial under flat deformations, VB x must be a direct sum of 
VB!!, where H is a numerical polynomial of degree = dim X and each 
k-rational point of VB!! corresponds to a vector bundle E with X(E(m)) 
=H(m). Pick two vector bundles EI> E2 on X with x(E1(m))=x(E2(m)) 
-=H(m). If m is a sufficiently large integer, then Ej(m) has the following 
property: 

(1.2) Ej(m) is generated by its global sections and Hq(X, Et(m)) = 0 
for all q> 1. 

By replacing Ei by Ej(m), we may assume that Ej itself has the 
property. Let us take a look at the quot-scheme Q=QuotH (V®i!Jx/X/k), 
where Vis a k-vector space of dimension N=H(O)= dim HO(X, Ej). If 

V®kePxXQ~F---+O is the universal quotient sheaf on Xx~Q, there exists 
;an open set U of Q such that U(k)={y E Q(k)JFII=F®kk(y) has the 
properties (a), (b) and (c)}, (a) FII is locally free, (b) (}II: V®kePX---+FII 
induces an isomorphism r((}1I): V=HO(X, V®~ePx)---+HO(X, FII) and (c) 
Hq(X, FII)=O for all q> 1. By abuse of notation we denote the restric
tion of the universal quotient sheaf to X X k U by () : cPf~ u---+ F ---+0. Through 
the natural action on V, G= GL(V) acts on Q and U is a G-invariant 
()pen sub scheme. It is easy to see that the center Gm, of G acts trivially 
.on Q and hence G=G/Gm, .acts on U. For a point y E U(k), an auto-
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morphism q of Fy induces an element q' of G by the property (b): 

V P(Oy) HO(X, Fy) 

(1'1 lr«(I) 
V r(oy) HO(X, Fy) 

Obviously, q' is contained in the stabilizer group Sta (y)of Gat y. Con
versely, if 1: is an element of Sta (y), then 1: gives rise to an automorphism 
of Fy because 1: determines a transformation among the global sections 
which generate Fy. Thus we see that Sta (y):=:;Aut (Fy) for every y E U(k). 
The image of the center Gm of G by this isomorphism is the multiplica
tions by elements of k X on Fy , that is, 

(1.3) 

An observation similar to the above shows that 

(1.4) for Yl' Yz E U(k), both Yl and yz belong to the same orbit of G 
if and only if FYI ~ Fy •. 

Now, by (1.2) for Ei (m=O), we have a surjective 1)i: VQS\@X---+Ei 
such that T(Oi): V---+HO(X, Ei) is bijective. The universal property of Q 
provides us with points Zl' Zz of Q(k) such that Fz,~Ei and Oz,=1)i. Both 
Zl and Zz are points of U(k) because of (1.2). 

Assume that VB!] exists. Then, by the property (1.1) for VBx, we 
obtain a morphism f: U---+ VB!]. For each k-rational point x of VB!], 
f-I(X) is a G-orbit o(y) of aYE U(k) by (1.4). On one hand, dimJ-I(f(y)) 
is upper semi-continuous on U by a theorem of Chevalley. On the 
other hand, dimy f-l(f(y)) = dim o(y) = dim G- dim Sta (y)=N2-1-
dim StaCy) is lower semi-continuous. Thus dim Sta (y) is constant over 
each connected component of U. This and (1.3) imply that dim Aut (Fy) 
= dimk End~x (Fy) depends only on the connected component containing 
y. We see therefore 

(1.5) if dimk End.x (EJ*dimk End.x (Ez), then Zl and Z2 belong to 
different connected components. 

Example 1.6. Let T be a non-singular subvariety of codi~ension 
1 in X and D a very ample divisor on T. Assume 

(1.6.1) 

(1.6.2) 

HO(T, @x(T)0@r(-D))=O, 

dimHO(T, @r(D));;::::dimX+l=n+1. 
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Choose an (n+ I)-pIe (so, .. " sn) of elements of HO(T, (I}T(D» so generally 
that so, .. " Sn are independent over k and n7:~ (si)0=9. Set Z=XX kAt 

and S=TXkN. On S we have a homomorphism a: &t(n+l)~p*«(!}iD» 
such that on Su= Txu, u E At, au is defined by T(aU)(ei)=si (O<i<n-I) 
and T(au)(en) = USn' where p: S~T is the projection and {eo, .. " en} is a 
fixed free basis of (!}!(n+l). By the fact that n~,:;l (Si)O = 9 we see that au 
is surjective for all U E N and hence a is surjective by Nakayama's lemma. 
Put K=ker (a), then K is a vector bundle of rank non S. Dualizing K 
~(I}!(n+l) and composing it with the natural (I}!(n+l)~&t(n+l), we have a 
surjective homomorphism [3: (I}!(n+l)~&t(n+l)~KY. It is well-known that 
E = ker ([3) is a vector bundle of rank n + 1 on Z; E is the elementary 
transform of (!}!(n+l) along KY. If Al :3 u is not zero, so, .. " Sn -1> USn are 
independent and then (1.6.1) implies that End~x (Eu)?;~.k (see [12] Theorem 
3.4). At the origin ° E N, Eo=E't£;(I}x, whence dimk End~x(Eo»2 (see 
[12] loco cit.). 

Let us consider the E in the above example. If m is sufficiently 
large, for E(m)=E0~x(l}x(m) and for all U in N(k), E(m)u is generated 
by its global sections and Hi(X, E(m)u) = ° for all i>O. By virtue of the 
base change theorem of cohomologies, q*(E(m» is locally free, the natural 
map t: q*q*(E(m»~E(m) is surjective and k!5)N~HO(X, (!}rr)~HO(X, 
(q*q*(E(m»U~HO(X, E(m)u) is bijective, where q is the projection of Z 
to N. Since every vector bundle on N is trivial, q*(E(m»~ V0 k (!}Al 
with a k-vector space V. We obtain therefore a surjective t: V0k(!}Z~ 
E(m). What we have shown implies that there is a morphism g: AI~ 
QuotH (Vx (!}x/X/k) such that (Ix Xg)*(e) is isomorphic to t: V0k(!}Z~ 
E(m), where H is the Hilbert polynomial of an E(m)u' g(N) is contained 
in the open set U given in the above for QuotH (V0(!}x/X/k). Set EI=Eu 
with u=;t:O, E2=Eo. Then zl=g(u) and Z2=g(O) belong to the same con
nected component of U. This violates (1.5) because dimk Endmx (E1) = 1 
<2< dimk End~x (E2)' For every couple (X, T) with dim X> 2, there are 
D's which satisfy the conditions (1.6.1) and (1.6.2). We see therefore 

(1.7) There does not exists VBx' 

(When dim X = 1, the construction of the family of vector bundles 
on X as in Example 1.6 is much easier.) 

What we have seen so far shows that to get moduli spaces of 
algebraic vector bundles we have to restrict ourselves to a suitable sub
family .fT of f .99(X). What kind of subfamily should be taken? The 
answer depends on, of course, how good properties we require of the 
moduli space to be obtained. At least, however, the above discussion 
tells us that dimk Endmx (E) must be constant over E E .fT. 
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Definition 1.8. A vector bundle E on X is simple if End.x (E)= 
{multiplications by constants}=k. 

Theorem 1.9 (A. B. Altman and S. L. Kleiman [1]). 'f'"~O(X) = 
{E E 'f'" ~(X) I E is simple} carries a natural structure of algebraic space 
which is not necessarily separated. 

We demand 

(1.10) The moduli space of.'F is a scheme and each of its connected 
components is quasi-projective. 

§ 2. On curves 

First let us consider a special but very good case; dim X = 1. In 
this case we have really successful story thanks to D. Mumford, M. S. 
Narasimhan, P. E. Newstead, S. Ramanan and C. S. Seshadri etc. 
Throughout this section X is a non-singular projective curve of genus g. 

Definition 2.1 (Mumford [21]). A vector bundle E on X is stable 
(or, semi-stable) if for all subbundle F of E with O*F*E, d(F)jr(F)< 
(or, < , resp.) d(E)jr(E), where for a vector bundle G on X, reG) denotes 
the rank of G and d(G) does the degree of the first Chern class of G. 

Remark 2.2. (1) If a vector bundle E on X is stable, then it is 
simple. The converse is, however, not necessarily true. 

(2) In the above definition, "all subbundles F with O*F*E" may 
be replaced by "all coherent subsheaves F with O*r(F)*r(E)". In fact, 
if F is a coherent subsheaf of E, then there is a sub bundle F' of E such 
that F'-::;;F, r(F')=r(F) and d(F'»d(F). Moreover, d(F)=d(F') if 
and only if F=F'. 

For a couple of integers r, d, let S(r, d) be the set of the isomorphism 
classes of stable vector bundles E on X of rank r with d(E)=d. 

Theorem 2.3 (Mumford [21], Narasimhan, Seshadri [27], [32] [33]). 
S(r, d) carries a natural structure of non-singular quasi-projective variety. 
We have dim S(r, d)=r2(g-I)+ 1. Moreover, if(r, d)= 1, then S(r, d) is 
projective. 

The map c: S(r, d):l E----*c1(E) E Picd (X) is a surjective morphism, 
where Picd (X) is the connected component of the Picard scheme Pic (X) 
of X which consists of line bundles of degree d. It is easy to see that c is 
smooth and c- 1(x) is isomorphic to c-1(y) for all x, ye Picd (X)(k) and 
dimc- 1(x)=(r 2-1)(g-I). Let us mention the following question: 
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Problem 2.4. Assume (r, d)= 1. Is c-I(x) rational? 

P. E. Newstead answered this problem affirmatively in some special 
cases; for example, if d= ± I mod r, then c -I(X) is rational ([28] and [29]). 

To state the results of Seshadri on a compactification of S(r, d), we 
need 

Proposition 2.5. Let E be a semi-stable vector bundle on X. Then 
there exists a filtration O=EocE1c··· cE«=E by subbundles with the 
following properties; 

(a) EdEi-l is stable, 1 <Vi <a, 
(b) d(Et)/r(Et)=d(E)/r(E), 1 <vi<a. 

Moreover, ifO=E~cE:c ... CE;=E is another filtration with the proper
ties (a) and (b), then a= f3 and there is a permutation q of {l, 2, .. " a} 
such that Et/Et_t~E:(t)/E:(t)_I' 

The proposition shows that the isomorphism class of gr (E)= 
ffii=l Et/ Et -I is independent of the choice of the filtration. Thus we come 
to 

Definition 2.6. Two semi-stable vector bundles E and E' are S
equivalent to each other if gr (E) ~ gr (E') and then we denote the equiva-
~~~~ . 

By the definition of S-equivalence the set S(r, d)= {EI E is semi
stable, r(E)=r and d(E)=d}/s contains S(r, d) injectively. 

Theorem 2.7 (Seshadri [31], [32] Narasimhan and Ramanan [25]). 
S(r, d) carries a natural structure of normal, projective variety. S(r, d) is 
an open subscheme of S(r, d). The singular locus of S(r, d) is S(r, d)
S(r, d) except in the case g=2, r=2 and d even where S(2, d) is non~ 
singular. 

In connection with this theorem, interesting and important is 

Problem 2.8. Does there exist a canonical resolution of singularities 
of S(r, d)? 

When r=2, Narasimhan and Ramanan [26] and Seshadri [34] have 
developed beautiful theories on this matter. 

§ 3. Moduli of stable sheaves 

The aim of this section is to show how to generalize the results on 
curves described iIi the preceding section to those on non-singular pro-
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jective varieties. First of all, if we restrict ourselves to vector bundles. 
then the moduli spaces are not necessarily proper (see Proposition 3.23). 
It seems natural to consider our problem in the category of torsion free 
sheaves. 

Definition 3.1. . A coherent sheaf E on a variety X is torsion free if 
the natural map E~E®~x K(X) is injective, where K(X) is the sheaf of 
rational functions on X. 

When X is projective as is assumed always in the sequel, E is torsion 
free if and only if E is a sub sheaf of a vector bundle. On a non-singular 
curve a coherent sheaf is torion free if and only if it is a vector bundle. 
This is peculiar to curves. In fact, for a vector bundle E on X, pick a 
point x of X and a surjective homomorphism p: E~k(x). Then E' = 
ker (p) is torsion free but not locally free if dim X> 2. 

Let us have another look at the notion of stable vector bundles on a 
non-singular projective curve X of genus g. Fix an ample line bundle (vx(l) 
on X with degree d. Then, for a coherent sheaf Eon X with r(E) >0, the 
Riemann-Roch theorem tells us PE(m)=X(E(m»/r(E)=dm+d(E)/r(E) 
-g+l, where E(m)=E®~x(Vx(1)'8)m. Thus a vector bundle E on X is 
stable (or, semi-stable if and only if for every coherent subsheaf F of E 
with O=/=r(F)=/=r(E), PF(m)«or, < , resp.) PE(m) for every large integer 
m (see Definition2.1 and Remark 2.2, (2». In order to generalize this 
notion, let (X, (vx(l» be a couple of a non-singular projective variety X 
over an algebraically closed field k and an ample line bundle (Vx(1) on X. 
If F is a coherent sheaf on X, there is a non-empty open set U of X such 
that FIU~«(VXIU)fBr. The rank reF) is defined to be the r. When r(F) =/=0, 
set PAm)=X(F(m»/r(F), where X(F(m» is the Euler characteristic of F(m) 
=F®~z(Vx(1)<8Im. The above observation taken into account, the following 
definition seems to be adequate. 

Definition 3.2. A coherent sheaf E on (X, (Vx(1» is said to be stable 
(or, semi-stable) if(l) E is torsion free and (2) for every coherent sub sheaf 
F of E with O=/=r(F)=/=r(E), we have PF(m)«or, < , resp.) PE(m) for all 
large integers m. 

Stable sheaves have good properties. 

Theorem 3.3. (1) A stable sheaf E is simple, namely, End ex (E)= 
{multiplications by constants} ~ k. 

(2) The property that a coherent sheaf is stable (or, semi-stable) is 
open. In other words, let f: X~S be a smooth, projective, geometrically 
integral morphism of locally noetherian schemes, (Vx(1) anI-ample line bundle 
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on X and E an S-flat coherent sheaf on X. Then there is a open set U (or, 
V, resp.) of S such that for every algebraically closed field K, U(K) = {s e 
S(K)IE.=E®~8k(S) is staIJle on (X., l!ix(I)®~sk(s))} (or, V(K) = {s e 
S(K) I E. is semi-stable on (X., l!ix(1)®~s k(s))}, resp.). 

A proof of (2) in the above is found in [14]. As for the existence of 
stable sheaves, we have 

Theorem 3.4 ([16] Proposition A.l and [19] Theorem 3.1). Let 
(X, l!ix(1)) be as in Definition 3.2 and D a divisor on X and r, s integers with 
dim X <r. Assume dim X> 2. Then there exists a stable vector bundle E 
on (X, l!ix(1)) such that r(E)=r, c1(E)=D (rational equivalence) and the 
degree of cz(E) with respect to l!ix(l) is greater than s. Moreover, if dim X 
= 3, the above holds for r = 2. 

Let A be a universally Japanese ring, f: X~S a smooth, projective, 
geometrically integral morphism of A-schemes of finite type and l!ix(l) an 

J-ample line bundle on X. To fix ideas let us introduce the following 
functor. Pick a numerical polynomial H(x). For a locally noetherian 
S-scheme T, we set 

{ l
Eis a coherent sheaf on Xx sT with }/ 

IIJ:/s(T)= E . ~ 
the following properties (a) and (b) 

(a) E is T-flat, 
(b) for all geometric points t of T, Et is stable on (Xt' l!ix(l)®.s k(t)) 

and X(Et®l!ix(m))=H(m). 

For E1, Ez with the properties (a) and (b), El ~E2 if there is a line bundle 
L on T such that E1®.T L~Ez' It is easy to see that IIJ:ts is, as usual, a 
contravariant functor of the category of locally noetherian S-schemes to 
that of sets. 

The result which is a generalization of Theorem 2.3 is stated as 
follows. 

Theorem 3.5 ([6] Theorem 0.3 and [15] Theorem 5.6). IIJ:ts has a 
coarse moduli scheme Mxts(H) (for the notion of coarse moduli schemes, 
see [22] Definition 5.6). Mxts(H) is separated and locally of finite type 
over S. 

As in the curve case, we have 

Proposition 3.6 ([16] Proposition 1.2). If E is a semi-stable sheaf on 
a non-singular projective variety (Y, l!iy{l)), there is a filtration O=EoCEI 
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Moreover, ifO=EricE[c . .. CE;=E is another filtration with (a) and (b), 
then a= f3 and there is a permutation q of {I, 2, ... , a} such that Et/Et _ 1 = 
E:w/E:w - I. Thus the isomorphism class of gr (E)=E9r=l Et/Ei-1 is inde
pendent of the choice of the filtration. 

The S-equivalence is now defined as follows. 

Definition 3.7. Semi-stable sheaves El and E2 on a non-singular pro
jective variety (Y, (!}y(I» are S-equivalent to each other if gr (EI)~gr (E2). 
When El is S-equivalent to E2> we denote EI S E2. 

Fix a numerical polynomial H(x). For a geometric point s of S, set 

l)H (s)- E ~ 
_ {I E is a semi-stable sheaf on the geometric fiber}/ 

XIS - X. and X(E(m»=H(m) S 

Then Theorem 2.7 extends to 

Theorem 3.8 ([6] Theorem 0.3 and [16] Theorem 4.11 and Corollary 
5.9.1). There exists an S-scheme Mx,iH) with the following properties: 

(1) MxtiH) is locally offinite type and separated over S. 
(2) Mx,iH) contains Mx,iH) as an open subscheme. 
(3) For each geometric point s of S, there is a natural bijection C.: 

S!i,s(s)~Mx,iH)(k(s». 
(4) For a locally noetherian S-scheme T, let E be a T-flat coherent 

sheaf on Xx sT such that for every geometric point s of S and k(s)-valued 
point t of T, Et is semi-stable and the S-equivalence class [Et] of Et is con
tained in S!i,is). Then we have an S-morphism fE of T to Mx,iH) such 
that fE(t) = C.([Et]) for all t in T(k(s». Moreover,for every S-morphism g: 
T/~T, we havefE·g=f(1xxoJ*(E). 

(5) The triple (Mx,iH), C.,JE) is universal with respect to the pro
perties (3) and (4). 

Furthermore, if Mx,iH) is of finite type over S or equivalently 
U. S!i,is) is bounded, then Mx,s (H) is projective over S. 

Problem 3.9. (1) When does the closure of Mx,iH) in Mx,iH) 
coincide with Mx,iH)? 

(2) Is Mx,iH) always projective over S? 

Concerning (2), a partial answer is known. 

Theorem 3.10 ([18]). M x ,iH) is projective over S if one of the follow-
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ing conditions is satisfied: 
(1) A is afield of characteristic zero. 
(2) rank<3 
(3) dim X/S<2. 

To study stable sheaves and their restriction to a general hyperplane 
section, the notion of the Harder-Narasimhan filtration is inevitable. First 
let us define p-semi-stable sheaves. 

Definition 3.11. Let (X, <Vx(I» be the same as in Definition 3.2. A 
coherent sheaf E on (X, <Vx (I» is p-semi-stable if (1) E is torsion free and 
(2) for every coherent subsheaf F of E with F=I=O, p(F)< p(E), where 
for a coherent sheaf G on (X, <Vx(I», d(G) is the degree of the first Chern 
class of G with respect to <Vx(1) and where p(G)=d(G)/r(G) if r(G)*O. 

Note that the Riemann-Roch theorem implies that a semi-stable sheaf 
is p-semi-stable. The Harder-Narasimhan filtration is a notion to measure 
how far away from the p-semi-stability a coherent torsion free sheaf is. 

Proposition-Definition 3.12 ([17] Proposition 1.5). Let (X, <Vx(I» be 
the same as in Definition 3.2. If E is a coherent torsion free sheaf on 
(X, <Vx(I», then there is a unique filtration 0=EocE1c· .. CE,,=E by 
coherent subsheaves such that (I) Et /Ei-1 is p-semi-stable for I-::;'Yi<a and 
(2) p(Et!Ei-1»p(Ei+1/Ei) for I<Yi<a-1. The filtration is called the 
Harder-Narasimhan filtration. 

By using the above filtration, we can state the following which is a 
generalization of the theorem of Grauert-Mtilich-Spindler and from which 
Theorem 3.10, (1) is obtained directly. 

Theorem 3.13 ([5] Theorem 4.2 and [18] Theorem 4.6). Let X be a 
non-singular projective variety over an algebraically closed field k of charac
teristic zero, l!lx(l) a very ample line bundle and L a very ample linear sub
system ofl<Vx(1)I. For a p-semi-stable sheaf E on (X, <Vx(I», if 1';, .. " Yn , 

(n' < dim X) is sufficiently general member of L, then Y = Y1 ••• Yn, is a 
non-singular subvariety of codimension n', Ely is torsion free and moreover, 
for the Harder-Narasimhan filtration 0=EoCE1C··· cE,,=EIy, we have 
p(Et/Ei_1)-p(Ei+1/Ei)<d, where d is the degree of X with respect to l!lx(1). 

Another interesting result is 

Theorem 3.14 ([17] Theorem 3.1). Let the triple (X, <V..t(I), L) be the 
same as in Theorem 3.13 except that we only assume k to be an algebraically 
closed field of arbitrary characteristic. Let E be a p-semi-stable sheaf on X. 
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Assume that r(E)<dim X. For a sufficiently general member Yof L, Ely 
is p.-semi-stable. 

The case of rank 2 of Theorem 3.10, (2) is deduced from the above 
theorem and Theorem 3.10, (3) which was proved in [13] (see also [6]). 

For an open subscheme U of Mx,iH), a coherent sheaf F on Xx sU 
is said to be a universal sheaf of U if (1) F is flat over U and (2) for every 
geometric point u of U lying over s of S, the isomorphism class of F", is 
C;-l(U). Let H(m) be a numerical polynomial. Then H(m) can be written 
in the form 

H(m) = i: ai(m+n~i) 
;=0 n-l 

with n=deg H(m) and at integers. 

Set o(H) = G.G.D.{ao, .. " an}. 

Theorem 3.15 ([16] Theorem 6.11). If U is a quasi-compact open sub
scheme of Mx,iH) and if o(H) = 1, then U has a universal sheaf 

To explain the meaning of the theorem we need 

Lemma 3.16. Let g: Y -+ T be a proper morphism of locally noetherian 
schemes and E, F coherent (!}y-modules which are faithfully flat over T. As
sume that (1) there exist an open covering {U.J of r and an isomorphism r.: 
Eu.-+Fu.for each A and (2) for all closed points t of T, Hommy, (E" F,)~ 
Endmy , (E,) is canonically isomorphic to k(t). Then there is a line bundle L 
on T such that E®m.L~F. 

Proof Since E and F are faithfully flat over T, VI: (!}u.-+ 
(gu;.)*(£'ommYXUI(Eu., Fu.)); a-+ar. is injective for all A. If all the VI are 
isomorphisms, then g*(£'ommy(E, F))=L is an invertible sheaf on T and 
gi£'ommiE®mT L, F))=(!}T' The global section r of Hommy(E®mT L, F) 
=r(T, (!}T) which comes from 1 of (!}T induces r. on Yu' The r meets our 
requirement. Pick a closed point t of T and set A=@T", the completion 
of (!}T" with respect to the maximal ideal. Since T' = Spec (A)-+T is flat 
and E is coherent, we see 

g*(£'om~y (E, F))®mT (!}T,=(gT,)*(£'ommy (E, F)®mT(!}T') 

= (gT,)*(£'ommYT,(ET" FT,))· 

Thus we may assume that T= T ' , that is, T is Spec (A) with (A, m) a com
plete local ring and that E=F. When A is artinian, our assertion was 
proved in [16] Lemma 6.1. Thus, for a t" e Endmy (E) = Hommy (E, E), 
there is a sequence (bo, bl> ... ) of elements bn e A/mn such that t"n =t"® 
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A/mn=bnid. Since A/mn=End.Yn (E0A/mn), Yn= YX TSpec (A/mn), b~ 
is determined uniquely by -r. Hence the equality 

shows that bn+1 mod (mn)=bn. We can find, therefore,an element b of A 
such that b mod (mn)=bn. Then (-r-b· id)0A/mn=-rn -bnid=O for all n, 
which means that -r=b·id. q.e.d· 

Combining Theorem 3.15 and Lemma 3.16, we have 

Theorem 3.17. If Mx/iH) is quasi-compact or equivalently quasi-pro
jective and if a(H)= 1, then the functor J?1;s is representable, that is, 
Mx/s(H) is afine moduli scheme of :2IJ/s' 

Proof Since M=Mx/iH) itself is quasi-compact and a(H) = 1, we 
have a universal sheaf F on Xx sM by Theorem 3.15. By Theorem 3.5, 
we have a morphism of functors <P: :2IJ/s-+hM=Homs (*, M). By the 
construction of the moduli space M and the universal sheaf F, we may as
sume that there are an open set P of QuotH (V0(!Jx/X/S) and a morphism 
h: P-+M such that h: P-+M is a principal fibre bundle with group PGL(N) 
and (lxXh)*(F)=F0.p L for a line bundle L on P, where V is a free 
Z-module of rank N=dim HO(X, Fy), Y E M and a: V0(!J;rp-+F is the uni
versal quotient sheaf on Xp = Xx sP. Moreover, we may assume also that 
for every closed point y of M, Fy is generated by its global sections and 
Hi(Xy, Fy)=O, i>O. Then there is an open covering {Vl} of M such that 

for each A, we have a surjection V0z (!Jxxvl~Fn such that lXl induces 
an isomorphism of HO(Xy, V0z (!Jx y ) to HO(Xy, Fy) at every y E V. Then 
we get a section Sl: Vl-+Py, hvl·sl=idn and al is the pull-back of an (we 
may assume that L/'l(Vl) is trivial). Therefore, PVl is a trivial bundle in 
the Zariski topology, pv/~.PGL(N)XSV1' Let Tbe a locally noetherian 
S-scheme and E a representative of a class [E] in :2IJ/iT). E defines a 
morphismfE=<P([E]) of Tto M. As in the case of F, there is an open 
covering {Uv} of T and a morphism tv: Uv-+P such that Euv=(1x X tJ*(F) 

andfiUJcVlforaA. The morphism c: Uv~Pvl-+PGL(N)XSV1-+ 
PGL(N) defines a Uv-valued point of PGL(N) and it is induced from a Uu-

valued point c of GL(N). The composition V0z (!Jxxuv~ V0z (!Jxxuv 
(lxXfv)*(a) ( - •. . / 
----+> 1xxtJ*(F)~Euv provIdes us wIth another morphIsm tv: Uv 
-+P such that (1xXt:)*(F)~Euv and t:=c-1tv' This means that sifE)uv 
=t: and hence Euv~(1xxfE)*(F)uv' Then we can apply Lemma 3.16 to 
our situation and get E~(lxxfE)*(F)0.TLE with LE a line bundle on T, 
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namely, [E]=[(lxXfg)*(F)].· Now given u e Homs (T, M), (lxxu)*(F) 
defines a class in IIjliT) and this map is functorial with respect to T. 
Thus a morphism of functor 1r: hM~IIjls is obtained. What we have 
done in the above is 1fffP=id. In fact, 1fffP([E]) = 1ff(fg) = [(Ix X fg)*(F)] = 
[E]. On the other hand, fP1ff(u)=fP«(lxxu)*(F»=hl.rXU).(F) =fFu, the 
construction offF and the fact that (I x Xh)*(F)8:!FQ9spL show that f,= 
1M, Thus fP1ff=id. q.e.d. 

When X is a curve over a field k, then Mxlle(H) is the fine moduli if 
and only if o(H) = 1 or equivalently (r, d)= 1 (Narasimhan and Ramanan 
[24] and Ramanan [30]). When X = P~, rank is 2 and the characteristic of 
k is zero, Mxls(H) is the fine moduli if and only if o(H) = 1 (Le Potier [11]). 

Problem 3.18. Is MxliH) the fine moduli if and only if o(H) = I? 

Remark 3.19. If o(H) = 1, then MxliH)=Mx,iH) and hence 
MXliH) is projective over S, for example, in the case where A is a field of 
characteristic zero. 

There are several examples of (X, lVx(I» and H such that X is a non
singular projective surface over a field k and MXI/c(H) has singularities 
([13] Example 4.14). 

Proposition 3.20. ([16] Corollary 6.7.3). Suppose that dim X/S=2. 
If for a geometric point s of S, the degree of a canonical divisor of X. with 
respect to lVx(I)Q9~sk(s) is negative, then Mx,iH) is smooth at every point 
of Mxls(H).. Moreover, if S=Spec(k) with k afield, Mx,iH) is normal. 

From this proposition we see the following: 

(3.21.1) If X is p2 or a rational ruled surface over a field k, then 
MxliH) is smooth, quasi-projective over k and Mx,iH) is normal, pro
jective over k. 

(3.21.2) If X is a ruled surface over a field k and if lVx (1) is suitably 
chosen, then for every H, MxliH) (or, Mx,s) for (X, lVx(1» is smooth, 
quasi-projective (or, normal, projective, resp.) over k. 

Let Mp.(r, c1, c2) (Mp.(r, Cl> c2)o or Mp.(r, cl , c2» be the moduli space 
of stable sheaves (stable vector bundles or semi-stable sheaves, resp.) E on 
p 2 with r(E)=r, c1(E)=cl and c2(E)=c2. When r=2, the structure of 
these moduli spaces is known quite well. 

Theorem 3.22. (1) Mp.(r, Cl> c2) is smooth, quasi-projective, Mp.(r, 
Cl> c2) is normal, projective and dim Mp.(r, Cl> c2)=(I-r)c~+2rc2-r2+1. 
If Cl is a multiple of r and if the characteristic of the ground field is zero, 
then Mp.(r, Cl> c2) is connected (Hulek [10]). 
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(2-a) Mp .(2, cl , c2) is irreducible and rational (Barth [3], Maruyama 
[16], Hulek [9] and Ellingsrud, StrrjJmme [4]). 

(2-b) Mp .(2, Cu c2)=Mp .(2, Cu c2) if and only if C~-4C2:;EO mod (8). 
(2-c) Mp .(2, Cl, c2) is the fine moduli if C~-4C2:;EO mod (8). If c~-

4c2=O mod (8) and if the characteristic of the ground field is zero, then 
Mp .(2, Ch c2) is not the fine moduli (Le Potier [11]). 

Let us close Part I by proving the following result. 

Proposition 3.23. Assumethatc~-4c2<-7, *-8. B=Mp .(2,clO 

c2)-Mp .(2, cl , c2)o is of codimension 1 in Mp .(2, CIO c2). 

Proof. First of all note that if d-4c2= -3-4m or -8-4m 
(m>I), then M'=Mp .(2, Ch c2-l)o*cfo ([16] Lemma 7.1). By the con
struction of the moduli space, there are an eStale morphism h: A~M' and 
a vector bundle F on P? X A such that for every geometric point t of A, Ft 

is the stable vector bundle which corresponds to the point s=h(t). On 
the projective bundle p: P=P(F)~p2XkA, we have a natural, surjective 
homomorphism a: F'=p*(F)~(!)p(I). P is embedded into (P2X k A)X AP 
=P2 X kP as the graph of p. 

P~P2XkP~P 

q 1 f 
p2X1cA 

Setting F"=q*(F) and Ito be the ideal of Pin P2X kP, we have F"/IF" 

=F'~(!)p{l)=r*«(!)p(I»/Ir*«(!)p{l». Composing this with F"~F"/IF", 
we obtain a surjective f3: F"~(!)p(l). Since both (!)p(l) and F" are flat over 
P, so is E=ker (fi). At a geometric point x of P, we have an exact 
sequence 

O~E:r;~F;; ~k(y)~O, 
where y=i(x). Since F~'=Fp(J:)' E:r; is not locally free and cl(E",)=clO 

c2(E:r;)=c2(Fp(:r;)+I=c2. All the E:r; are stable because for every coherent 
sub sheaf L of E:r; with r(L) = 1, we have p(L)<p(Fp(:c)=p(E",). Moreover, 
since (E;r = Fp(:r;) , Fp(:r;), r", and o:r; are determined uniquely by E:r;. There 
fore, E:r;/$.E",. if(IXh).p(xl)*(IXh),p(xJ or if p(xl)=P(X2) but Xl*X2. 
By the universal property of the moduli space, we have a morphism g: P 
~Mp.(2, cl , c2). What we have seen is that the map g is finite to one and 
g(P) is contained in B. On the other hand, dim P=dim p2XkA+ 1= 
dim M' +3= -c~+4c2-4=dim Mp .(2, CIO c2)-1. q.e.d. 
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Part ll. Moduli of Stable Sheaves of Rank 2 on pz and 
the Curves of Jumping Lines 

is 

§ 1. The curve of jumping lines 

Let k be an algebraically closed field. We shall consider a torsion 
free coherent sheaf E on P~ with the following properties: 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

c1(E)=O, cz(E)=n and r(E)=2. 

For a general line 1 in P~, Ell ~(7)~2. 

In the characteristic of k is zero, the second condition is equivalent to the 
p. -semi-stability of E by virtue of Grauert and Mulich [7]. When E is 
locally free, the set IS(E)I of jumping lines of E is intuitively 

IS(E)I={l E P* IEII~(7)I(a)EB(7)l-a) with a>O}, 

where P*2::P~ is the dual space of P=P~. By the deformation theory 
of rational ruled surfaces, IS(E)I must be a curve in P*. We would like, 
however, to define the curve S(E) of jumping lines of E so that See) de
forms along deformations of E or S(E) depends algebraically on E. Thus 
we shall follow W. Barth to define the curve of jumping lines. 

Suppose that E is a torsion free coherent sheaf with the properties 
(1.1) and (1.2). There is an exact sequence of coherent sheaves 

(1.3) 

with m, < 0 and U locally free. Let us consider the following diagram 

F 

(1.4) pi \q 
p p* 

F is the flag manifold which defines 
the incidence correspondence between 
P andP*. 

For general lines lin P, HI(l, E( -1)h)=Hl(l, (7)1( _1)EtlZ)=O and then 
L(E)=R1q*p*(E( -1» is a torsion sheaf on P*. It is easy to see that 
q*p*(E(-1»=O and that both N=Rlq*p*(U) and M=R1q*p*(EB(7)p(m,» 
are locally free. Since p*(U)---+p*(EB(7)p(m,» is generically injective and 
p*(U) is locally free, we have the exact sequence 

Combining those obtained in the above, we get the following exact 
sequence 
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A 
O~N~M~L{E)~O. 

Since r=r(N)=r{M), det{.i1): /\rN---+l\rM defines a section of the line 
bundle 1\ r M®{/\ r N) v • det(.i1) determines, therefore, an effective Cartier 
divisor on P*. This divisor is independent of the choice of the sequence 
(1.3). 

Definition 1.5. The divisor defined by det (.i1) is called the curve of 
jumping lines of E and denoted by See). 

The following is essentially due to W. Barth ([2] Theorem 2). 

Proposition 1.6. Let E be a torsion free coherent sheaf on P= Pi with 
the properties (Ll) and (1.2). 

(1) deg S{E)=n. 
(2) See) depends algebraically on E, that is, if E is a coherent sheaf on 

P s = P~ with S locally noetherian such that E is flat over Sand for all geo
metric points s of s, E. is torsion free and has the properties (Ll) and (1.2), 
then there is a relative Cartier divisor SeE) on the dual space Pt of Ps such 
that for all geometric points s of S, we have S{E),= SeE,). 

Fora coherent sheaf Eon P, the double dual {EVf of E is locally 
free. If E is torsion free, then E can be canonically embedded in {EVf; 

O~E~(EV)V ~T~O, 

where T is a skyscraper sheaf and Supp (T) is the set of the pinching points 
of E. Set Supp(T)={Xl' "', x t}. Then it is not difficult to prove 

Proposition 1.7. Let ai=length (T",J Assume that E has the proper
ties (Ll) and (1.2). Then we have 

S(E)=S{{EVf)+ L: aiL"", 
where L"'t is the line in p* consisting of all the lines in P passing through Xi' 

Thanks to the above proposition, the study of the curve of jumping 
lines is reduced to the case of locally free sheaves. When E is locally free, 
it is clear that IS{E)I=Supp (S{E». It is easy also to show the following. 

Lemma 1.8. Let E be a torsion free coherent sheaf on P with (1.1) and 
(1.2) and be fitted in an exact sequence 

O~Ml~E~M2~O 

such that Mi is an ideal of (fJp with Supp ((fJP/Mi) = {Xil> "', xtaJ Then 
S(E)= S{M/J)Mz) = L: aijLx", where aij = length {(fJp/Mt)x'J" 
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Assume that the characteristic of k is zero. Then, as mentioned in 
the above, every semi-stable sheaf on P with the property (Ll) satisfies 
(1.2) (cf. Comments after Definition 3.11 of Part I). The meaning of 
Lemma 1.8 is that S(E)=S(E') if E and E' are semi-stable, Es E' and E 
has the property (1.1). Therefore, we obtain a map sen) from the moduli 
space of semi-stable sheaves satisfying (1.1) to the projective space of curves 
of degree n in P*, i.e 

sen): Mp~(2, 0, n)=M(n) 3 [E]~S(E) E P(HO(P*, (l)p.(n)f). 

By the construction of M(n) and Proposition 1.6, (2), we see 

Proposition 1.9. sen) is a morphism. 

§ 2. 8-characteristic 

Let E be a locally free sheaf on P=P~ with the properties (Ll) and 
(1.2). Set L(E)=R1q*p*(E( -1», where p and q are the same as in the 
diagram (1.4). As we have seen in § 1, IS(E)I=Supp (S(E»=Supp (L(E». 
The (l)p.-module 8(E)=L(E)( -1) has the following properties. 

Theorem 2.1 (Barth [3]). Assume that E is stable. Then we have: 
(1) O(E) is an (l)s(E)-module. 
(2) 8(E) = r&' xt~P' (8(E), (I) p.( - 3». 
(3) HO(S(E),8(E»=0. 
(4) 8(E)~8(E') if and only if E~E'. 

The property (2) in the above theorem implies 

(2.2) £om.8 (E) (8(E), wS(E)~O(E), where WS(E) is the canonical sheaf 
of See). 

When 8(E) is an (l)s(E)-invertible sheaf, (2.2) is synonymous with 
8(Eyg;2~WS(E) and then, by Theorem 2.1, (3), 8(E) is an even 8-characteristic 
on See) (see Mumford [23]). 

Definition 2.3. The (l)S(E)-module O(E) is called the 8-characteristic 
associated with a stable E. 

The aim of this and the next sections is to generalize the above theo
rem to relative cases. The proof of Theorem 2.1 by Barth works well in the 
general case, too, with slight modifications. Let S be a locally noetherian 
scheme and F be a locally free sheaf of rank 2 on P=P~ such that for all 
geometric points s of S, F. is stable and has the properties (Ll) and (1.2). 
We shall fix a free Z-module V of rank 3 and identify the P2-bundle f: P 
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-+S with Proj (S(VQ9z (!Js)), where S(VQ9z (!Js) is the symmetric algebra of 
VQ9z (!Js over (!Js. Then we get a line bundle (!J(l) on P such that f*«(!J(I)) 
= VQ9z (!Js and on each fiber p. of P, (!J(l). is the hyperplane bundle on 
p.=P~(.). 

Since Hi(P" F(k).) = 0 for i*1 and -3<k<O, R(k)=R'f*(F(k)) is 
locally free and R1"*(F(k))=O, i*1 for -3::;:k::;;:O. For M= 1\ 2F, Mo= 
f*(M) is an invertible sheaf and f*f*(M)=M by (1.1) and the seesaw 
theorem. Since the rank of F is 2, we have an isomorphism A : FQ9M v E 

x-+x/\ E F V and then A: R'f*(F(k))Q9M; :::::;.R'f*(r(k)). By virtue of the 
duality theorem ([8] Ch. III, Corollary 5.2) and the fact Wp/s= (!J( -3), the 
pairing 

is perfect; R'f*(F V (-k- 3)):::::;. Yf1oYr!$S (R(k), (!Js). Thus, by composition, 
we have a perfect pairing ( , )k: R(k)Q9R( - k - 3)Q9M; -+(!J s; 

for all a E R(k). and bE R( -k-3). with S E S. Since f*«(!J(l)) = VQ9z(!Js, 
there is a natural homomorphism 

It is easy to see 

(2.4) (1/I'k_l(zQ9a), b)k=(a, 1/I'-k-aCzQ9b))k-\ for all Z E V, a E R(k). 
and bE R( -k-3). with S E S. 

In particular, the adjoint 1/1':2: (VQ9(!Js)Q9R( -2)Q9M; -+R( -1)Q9M; of 
1/1'-2 with respect to the pairings (,) is equal to 1/I'_2Q9MOv. 

Set H=R( -2) and H*=R( -1). Then H*Q9M; = Yf1oYr!$S (H, (!Js) 
by the pairing (, )-1" We denote the homomorphism 1/1'-2: VQ9zH-+H* 
by a and call it the net of quadrics associated with F. For each Z E V, a(z) 
denotes the restriction of a to zQ9zH-+H*. Note that for a basis ZO, ZI' 
Z2 of V, a(zo), a(zl) and a(z2) determine the a completely. 

Letg: P*-+Sbethe dual space of P, that is, P*=Proj (S(VvQ9z(!Js)). 
Then we have a canonical injection 

This and the a give rise to 
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Now let us recall a lemma which enables us to reduce our problems 
to the results of Barth. 

Lemma 2.5 ([16] Lemma 6.5). Let C be a noetherian local ring, B a 
noetherian C-algebra and I an ideal of C such that IB is contained in the 
Jacobson radical of B. Assume that an exact sequence of finite B-modules 

u V 
M'~M~M"~O 

enjoys the following properties; 
(1) Mis C-flat and M"®c C/I is C/I-flat, 
(2) the map u®c 1: M'®c CII ~M®c C/I is injective. 

Then, M" is C-flat and u is injective. 

For all s e S, A®k(s) is injective ([3] p. 69) and V®z H®ms (!}p. is 
S-fiat. From this and Lemma 2.5 we infer that A is injective and L= 
coker (A) is S-fiat. On the other hand, det (A) is a global section of the 
line bundle (/\ n H) Y ®ms/\ n H*®IJS (!}p.(n)=g*(N)®(!}p.(n) with N a suitable 
line bundle on S because r(H)=r(H*)=n by the Riemann-Roch theorem. 
Hence we have an exact sequence 

where Tis the subscheme of p* defined by det(A)=O. Since det(A)® 
k(s)=/=O at every geometric point s of S, Tis S-fiat by Lemma 2.5. 

Remark 2.6. For every geometric point s of S, the fibre T. is the 
Cartier divisor S(F.) associated with F, in Proposition 1.6 and L( -1).= 
8(F.), where L= coker (H®(!}p.( -1)~H*®(!}p.). 

Put O(F)=L( -I) and T=S(F), then we have 

(2.7.1) O(F) is an (!}s(F}-module and fiat over S. 
(2.7.2) O(F)~ C"t~P* (O(F), (!}p.( - 3))®lJsMo. 
(2.7.3) g*(O(F))=O. 
(2.7.4) If O(F)~O(F')®g*(N) for a line bundle N on S, then a'®I N 

=oao'-l with 0: H*::::;H'*®N and Q': H::::;H'®N, where a' is the net of 
quadrics associated with F'. 

Proof The proof of the fact that O(F) is an (!}s(F}-module is com
pletely the same as Barth's in the case of S=Spec (k) with k a field, after 
suitable modifications by tensoring Mo. As in the proof of Barth ([3] 2.2), 
(2.4) implies that A( -IY( -3)®IJS MoY: H®es (!}p.(-2)~£'omlJP* (H*®IJS 
(!}p.(-I), (!}p.(-3))®es M; ~£'omIJP' (H®es (!}p.( -2), (!}p.( -3))®ms M; ~ 
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H*®~s (!)p.( -1) is canonically equal to A( -1). Since AT is injective on 
every fibre r; and Jf om~p. (H®~s (!)p.( -I), (!)p.) is S-flat, AT itself is in
jective. Thus we obtain the following exact commutative diagram 

A(-l) 
0-+HQ5)~s(!)p*(-2)_H*Q5)'s(!)p.(-1) ) 8(F) . )0 

" t II 1 
O-+HQ5),s (!)p.( -2)~H*Q5).s (!)p.( -l)-+@"xt~p* (8(F), (!)p.( -3))Q5)Mo-+0 

This shows (2.7.2). (2.7.3) is directly deduced from Remark 2.6 and 
Theorem 2.1, (3). The assumption of (2.7.4) provides us with an isomor
phism 0: H*~g*(H*®.s (!)p.)=g*(O(F)(I))-+g*(O(F')(I))®N~ H'*®N 
which gives rise to the exact commutative diagram 

0---+ H®.s (!)p.( -I) ---+ H*®.s (!)p. ---+ O(F)(I) -+0 

lO'Q5) 1 1 BQ5)l 1 
O-+(H'®N)®.s (!)p.( -1)---+(H'*®N)®.s (!)p.---+O(F')(I)®g*(N)-+O 

Tensoring (!)p.(I) and taking the direct image by g, we obtain 

I: o(a(zi)(a))®vi= I: (a'(zi)®IN)(o'(a)) for all a E H, 
i i 

where {vo, VI' v2} is the dual basis of {zo, Zj> Z2}' This shows our assertion. 
When O(F) is invertible, O(F)02 ~ WS(F)fS®.s Mo, that is, O(F) is a 

relative O-characteristic because rffxt~p' (O(F), (!)p.( -3))~O(Fr ®WS(F)/S' 

§ 3. Monadology 

Our present aim is to prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.1. Let S be a locally noetherian scheme and let f and g be 
the structure morphism to S of the P2-bundle P=P~ and its dual P*~P~. 
If F is a vector bundle on P such that for all geometric points s of S, F. is 
stable and has the properties (1.1) and (1.2), then we have the following: 

(I) There are a flat family S(F) of curves over Sin p* and a coherent 
(!)S(F)-module O(F) which is flat over S. For every morphism h: S'-+S of 
locally noetherian"schemes, S(F®.s(!)s,)=S(F)XsS' as subschemes of p* 
XsS' and O(F®.s (!)S') = O(F)®.s (!)S'. Moreover,for every geometric point 
s of S, S(F). is the curve of jumping lines of F. and O(F.) is the O-charac
teristic associated with Fs. 

(2) O(F)~ rffxt~P' (O(F), (!)p.( -3))®Mo. 
(3) g*(O(F))=O. 
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(4) Let F' be another vector bundle on P which satisfies the same con
ditions as F. If S(F) = S(F') and 8(F)~8(F')®g*(N) with N a line bundle 
on S, then F~F'®f*(M)for some line bundle M on S. 

A proof of the first three assertions of the above theorem was given 
in the preceding section. The main part of this section is, therefore, 
devoted to giving a proof of (4) of the theorem. For this purpose we 
shall construct a monad M(F) (in the sense of Horocks, see [3]) by using 
the net of quadrics a: V®zH~H* associated with the vector bundle F 
on P which was defined in § 2. The key points of the proof are (i) for F 
and F' in (4) of Theorem 3.1, H(F)=H(F')®61s N as we shall show in 
(3.6) and (ii) H(F) is isomorphic to F(1) locally over S, where H(*) is the 
cohomology bundle of the monad M(*). Once we know the facts, our 
assertion is an easy consequence of Lemma 3.16 of Part I. 

Put /=R(-3) and /*=R(O). Then, through (, )0' /*®61sM; is 
isomorphic to Jf'om6ls (/, (!}s). I' and r denote '0/-3 and '0/-1> respectively; 
1': (V®z(!}s)®/~H and r: (V®z (!}s)®H*~/*. r is the adjoint of 
I' with respect to (,). For z, z' e V®z (!}s, it is easy to see 

(3.2) r(z)a(z') - r(z')a(z) = o. 

Let Tp denote the relative tangent sheaf of P over S. Since 1\ 2 Tp~ 
(!}p(3), we have a canonical isomorphism /\: Tp( ~ 1)~.Qp(2), where .Qp= 
.Q PIS ~ T;. On the other hand, there are the exact sequences 

and its dual 

Composing e, /\ and 1:, we obtain a homomorphism A: VV®z(!}p~V 
®z (!}p(1). It is easy to write down the A; 

(i=O, 1,2 mod (3», 

By using these we can construct a monad 

M(F): H®61s (!}p a(F))H*®ms Tp( -1)$/*®ms (!}p(1), 

where we define a(F) and c(F) as follows; 
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a(F): to. IX(8l1 v to. *)to. Hvyos {flp---+(V VYz H l(Yos {flp 

v IH*(8l" 
~ H*0os(V 0 z (flp)---,,"H*0os Tp( -1), 

c(F): 
IH*(8l~1\ 

H*0os Tp( -1) )H*0.s (V0z (flp(l» 

~(V0z H*)0os (flAl)~I*0.s (flp(l). 

(3.2), (3.3) and a computation similar to [3] p. 72 show that c(F)· a(F) = O. 
For a geometric point s of S, the pull-back of M(F) to the fibre p. is the 
monad which was given in [3] Proposition 3 for F.. c(F). is surjective for 
all s. Then, by Nakayama's lemma, c(F) itself is surjective. Since a(F). 
is injective for all points s of Sand H*0os TA -1) is flat over S, a(F) is 
injective and the cokemel Q(F) of a(F) is S-flat by virtue of Lemma 2.5. 
Over every geometric point s of S, Q(F). is locally free by Barth [3] and 
hence Q(F) is locally free. We see therefore that M(F) is a monad on P. 
M(F) is displayed as follows: 

(3.4) 

o o 
Note that 

(3.5) for every geometric point s of S, H(F). is stable and cl(H(F).) 
=2. 

For another vector bundle F', assume that a is isomorphic to a': 
V0z H'->;H'*, namely, there are isomorphisms 0: H->;H'0N and 0': H* 
->;H'*0N so that Nis a line bundle on Sand (a'01 N)(1v00)=0'a. Then 
(a(F')01N)(001.p)=(O'01TP<_I»·a(F). Thus Q(F) is naturally isomorphic 
to Q(F')0.s N. We claim 

(3.6) H(F)~H(F')0.sN. 

Proof We may regard H(F')0.s N as a subbundle of Q(F) through 
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the isomorphism of Q(F')®~sN to Q(F). Let 1) be the composition of 
the embedding H(F')®~sN~Q(F) and d(F). If 1) is zero, then H(F') 
®~s N is contained in H(F) and hence it is a subbundle of H(F). Since 
they have the same rank, they coincide with each other. Thus we have 
only to prove 1)=0. Take a closed point s of S and let 1). be the base 
change of 1) by Spec ({!}8.')~S, It is enough to show that 1).=0 for all 
closed points s of S. Thus we may assume that S=Spec (R) with (R, m) 
a local ring and then 1* is a free R-module. Since nn (I*®~s {!}p(1»mn 
=(I*®~s (!}p(I» (nn mn)=O, we have 1)®R R/mn=l=O for some n if 1)=1=0. 
Hence, replacing R by R/mn, we may assume that R is an artinian local 
ring. Now we shall prove our assertion by induction on the length I(R) 
of R. If I(R) = I, that is, R is field k, then H(F')®k=(H(F')®ms N)®k 
is a stable vector bundle on Pi with c1(H(F')®k)=2, where k is the alge
braic closure of k. Then every homomorphism of H(F') to I*®~s (!}p(1) 
~(!}p(I)$(n-2) must vanish. Suppose that our assertion is true when I(R) 
<I. If I(R) = I, there is a principal ideal tR of R such that tR=R/m as 
R-module. Set R.=R/tR. By induction assumption, 1)®RR.=O. Hence 
1)(H(F')®ms N)c t(I*®ms (!}p(l»= (!}p.(1)$(n-2). Since 1)(m®(H(F')®~s N» 
ctm(I*®.s{!}p(1»=O, 1)='ij1C with a homomorphism 'ij: (H(F')®msN)® 
R/m~{!}p.(1)$(n-2), where 1C: H(F')®~s N~(H(F')®.s N)®R/m is the 
natural projection. For the same reason as before, 'ij=0 and hence 1)=0. 

q.e.d. 

Let U=Spec (A) be an affine open set of S such that Molu~{!}u' We 
now show that there is an isomorphism 11: Fu=:;H(F)( -1)u' We see 
easily that Hl(Pu, F( -2)u)=:;r(U, Hu)=H(U) and H 1(PU' Fu)=:;r(U, I*u) 
=I*(U), where the subscript U means the restriction to U. These iso
morphisms provide us with elements of 

HomA (Hl(PU' F( -2)u), H(U»~Hl(PU' FV(-l)u)®AH(U) 

~r(R1fu.(FV (-1)U»®A H(U)~r(R1fu.(FV (-1)u)®.u Hu) 

~r(R1fu.(FV (-1)u®fJ(Hu)))~Hl(PU' F V (-l)®mu Hu) 

~Ext~pu (Fu, Hu®~u (!}p( -l)u) 

and HomA (I*(U), Hl(PU' Fu»:; Ext~pu (n®mu (!}pu' Fu), respectively. 
These define the following extensions: 

O~Hu®~u {!}Pu( -l)~K' ~Fu~O 

O~Fu~Q'~It®mu{!}pu~O. 
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= 0 for all i, the above extensions give rise to the display of a monad 
M'(Fu) (cf. [3]): 

Note that the above construction is compatible with base changes; for an 
A-algebra B, M'(FuYi!:J A B= M'(h*(Fu)), where h: Spec (B)~ U = Spec (A). 
Now the same argument as in [3] p. 75-p. 76 yields a homomorphism 
].I: Fu~H(F)( - I)u such that for all geometric points s of U, lJ®k(s) is 
an isomorphism of F. to H(F)( -1).. Then IJ is surjective by Nakayama's 
lemma and hence IJ is an isomorphism. 
. Now we can prove Theorem 3.1 which was stated at the beginning 
of this section. 

Proof of Theorem 3.1. If one notes that the construction of S(F) 
and O(F) in § 2 is compatible with base changes, he knows that every a!j
sertion of (1) is proved in § 2. (2) and (3) are (2.7.2) and (2.7.3), respec
tively. If O(F)~O(F')®g*(N), then (X for F is isomorphic to (x' for F' by 
(2.7.4). Then H(F)~H(F')®~8Nbyvirtue of (3.5). On the other hand, 
what we have proved just before the theorem is that there is an open 
covering {Ul} of S such that H(F)( -l)ul~Ful for each Ul~ Since F. is 
stable for every geometric point s of S, we can apply Lemma 3.16 of Part 
I to our situation and see that there is a line bundle M' on S such that 
H(F)( -1)=F®J*(M'). Combining these results, we know that F= 
F'®J*(M) for some line bundle M on S. q.e.d. 

Remark 3.7. We can globalize the above theorem as follows; if F is 
a vector bundle on P=P(E) wi!h Ea vector bundle.,Qf rank 3 on S such 
that for every geometric point s of S, F. is stable on p.=P~(S) and has 
the properties (1.1) and (1.2), then the same results as in Theorem 3.1 
hold for this F. 
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§ 4. Application moduli spaces 

The meaning of Theorem 3.1 is that the couple (S(F), 8(F)) deter
mines not only a stable vector bundle F on p 2 with the properties (Ll) 
and (1.2) but also its infinitesimal neighbourhood (more strongly, etale 
neighbourhood) in the moduli space of stable vector bundles. The aim 
of this section is to explain this fact and the result will be summarized in 
Proposition 4.2. Combining this and a result which will appear in [20], 
we see, for example, that M p.(2, 0, 2) is isomorphic to p5 and M p.(2, 0, 3) 
is birationally equivalent to a triple covering of an open set ofP9 (cf. [3]). 

Throughout this section we shall fix an algebraically closed field k of 
characteristic zero. Let UcP(HO(P*, (!)p.(n)f) be the open set of non
singular curves of degree n in P*~Pi and M(n)e=s(n)-I(U) (see Propo
sition 1.9). If E is semi-stable, of rank 2 and E ~ (!)fI~ on p2, then c2(E) 
=n>2. Thus Proposition 1.7 and Lemma 1.8 show that if SeE) is non
singular, then E is stable and locally free, that is, 

(4.1) M(n)ecMp.(2, 0, n)o (for the notation, see Theorem 3.22 of 
Part I). 

Since sen) is proper, so is s(n)u: M(n)e-+ U. We denote the universal 
family of smooth curves over U by C. Let J be the Picard scheme of C 
over U. J decomposes into a disjoint union 11 Jd, where d is the degree 
of invertible sheaves which correspond to points of Jd. The relative 
canonical sheaf WOIU defines a section (J of U to pg-2 with g the genus of 
curves. Consider the following fibre product 

For a U E U(k), 8 u is the discrete scheme whose points represent the 8-
characteristics of Cu and it is clear that;; is etale. 

As was shown in [3] p. 139 (see also [20]), for E E M(n)., 8(E) is in
vertible. Then, (2.2) and Theorem 3.6, (1) show that s(n)u goes through 
8: 

ten) 0 
s(n)u: M(n)e----+8----+ U. 

Theorem 2.1, (4) means that ten) is injective. Applying Theorem 3.6, (4) 
to the case of S= Spec (A) with A artinian, we know that ten) is unrami
fied. Since s(n)u is proper and;; is separated, ten) is proper, too. Com
bining these, we see that ten) is a closed immersion. Let V=s(n)u(M(n)e) 
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with reduced structure. Since M(n). is reduced and irreducible by Theo
rem 3.22 of Part I, t(n)(M(n).) is one of the irreducible components of8v. 

Proposition 4.2. (1) M(n). is isomorphic via ten) to one of the irre
ducible components of8v and hence s(n)v is unramified. 

(2) Let Vo be the open set of smooth points of V. Then s(n)vo is etale 
andfinite. In particular, is (n)-l(v) is constant in v e Vo. 

Proof. Everything other than the flatness of s(n)vo has been proved 
before this proposition. The flatness of s(n)vo is deduced directly from 
the smoothness of M(n). (Theorem 3.22 of Part I) and Vo and the 
finiteness of s(n)v. q.e.d. 

Remark 4.3. V is non-empty for all n~ 2 ([3] 5.4). 
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